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Abstract
We present a different proof of the characterization of non–degenerate
recurrence sequences, which are also divisibility sequences, given by
Van der Poorten, Bezevin, and Petho¨ in their paper [1]. Our proof
is based on an interesting determinant identity related to impulse se-
quences, arising from the evaluation of a generalized Vandermonde
determinant. As a consequence of this new proof we can find a more
precise form for the resultant sequence presented in [1], in the general
case of non–degenerate divisibility sequences having minimal polyno-
mial with multiple roots.
1 Introduction
Finding properties for non–degenerate recurrence sequences and also divis-
ibility sequences and determining some kind of deeper structure character-
izing them is a very fascinating research field. The most important attempt
to establish their behaviour in an elegant way was presented in the paper
of Van der Poorten, Bezevin, and Petho¨ [1], where they confirm what Ward
conjectured in his paper [2] about the possibility that every linear divisibility
sequence should be a divisor of a resultant sequence. In a field F of charac-
teristic zero, they considered a non–degenerate recurrence sequence (an)
+∞
n=0,
with characteristic polynomial having distinct roots. Using the Hadamard
quotient theorem and the theory of exponential polynomials they stated
that if such a sequence is a divisibility sequence, then there is a resultant
sequence (a¯n)
+∞
n=0 such that
∀n ≥ 0 an|a¯n,
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where a¯n has the shape
a¯n = n
k
∏
i
(
αni − β
n
i
αi − βi
)
. (1)
The aim of this paper is to present a proof of this result based on general-
ized Vandermonde determinants. We start proving an interesting identity
concerning non–degenerate impulse sequences and generalized Vandermonde
determinants. Then we use it to restate the main result presented in [1],
giving a refinement and a more precise form for the n–th term of the resul-
tant sequence involved. We deal with the general case of non–degenerate
recurrence sequences which are also divisibility sequences and whose mini-
mal polynomial has multiple roots. From now on we work over a field F of
characteristic zero. We also remember, once and for all, that we consider a
recurrence sequence as non–degenerate if the ratio of two distinct roots of
its minimal polynomial is not a root of unity, and obviously all the roots are
different from zero.
2 Impulse sequences and generalized Vandermonde
determinants
We recall the definition of the particular recurrence sequences named impulse
sequences.
Definition 1. We define the impulse sequences of order r as the non–
degenerate linear recurrence sequences
(
X
(k)
n
)+∞
n=0
, k = 0, . . . , r− 1, starting
with the initial conditions X
(k)
j = δjk, j = 0, . . . , r−1, (δjk is the usual Kro-
necker delta), whose minimal polynomial has s distinct roots αi, of respective
multiplicities ml, with l = 1, . . . , s,
s∑
l=1
ml = r.
In the next theorem we prove a determinant identity involving these se-
quences, which will allow us to give in the next section an elementary proof
of the characterization of divisibility sequences presented in [1]. This iden-
tity plainly connects impulse sequences to generalized Vandermonde deter-
minants. During the proof of this Theorem we will use the following lemma
based on the results of Flowe and Harris [3] and exposed as Theorem 21
in the wonderful compendium on determinant calculus written by Kratten-
thaler [4].
Lemma 1. Let r be a nonnnegative integer, and let Bm(x) denote the r×m
2
matrix
Bm(X) =


1 0 · · · 0
X X · · · X
X2 2X2 · · · 2m−1X2
x3 3X3 · · · 3m−1X3
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
X(r−1) (r − 1)X(r−1) · · · (r − 1)m−1X(r−1)


i.e, any next column is formed by applying the operator X( d
dX
). Given a
composition of r = m1 +m2 + · · ·+ms , there holds
det
1≤i,j≤r
(Bm1(X1)Bm2(X2) · · ·Bms(Xs)) =
s∏
l=1
ml−1∏
j=1
j!X

 ml
2


l
∏
1≤i<j≤s
(Xj −Xi)
mimj
Proof. For an exhaustive proof we refer the reader to the paper of Flowe
and Harris [3]
Theorem 1. Let us consider the r impulse sequences
(
X
(k)
n
)+∞
n=0
introduced
in Definition 1 and the determinant
D = det
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
X
(1)
n X
(2)
n · · · X
(r−1)
n
X
(1)
2n X
(2)
2n · · · X
(r−1)
2n
· · · · · ·
. . . · · ·
X
(1)
(r−1)n X
(2)
(r−1)n · · · X
(r−1)
(r−1)n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (2)
Then we have
D = n
s∑
l=1

 ml
2

 s∏
l=1
α

 ml
2

(n−1)
l
∏
1≤i<j≤s
(
αnj − α
n
i
αj − αi
)mimj
. (3)
Proof. In order to explicitly evaluate D we point out (see, e.g., the funda-
mental book on recurrence sequences [5]) that for k = 1, . . . , r − 1
X
(k)
hn =
s∑
j=1
mj−1∑
i=0
c
(k)
i,j (nh)
iαnhj h = 1, . . . , r − 1 (4)
where, from the initial conditions on
(
X
(k)
n
)+∞
n=0
, the coefficients c
(k)
i,j must
satisfy the relations
3
s∑
j=1
mj−1∑
i=0
c
(k)
i,j t
iαtj = δk,t t = 0, . . . , r − 1 (5)
(with the convention 00 = 1). From these relations (4) and (5) we observe
that D is related to the product between the determinants of the following
matrices
W (n) = [A1A2 · · ·As−1As] C =


C1
C2
...
Cs−1
Cs


, (6)
where for l = 1, . . . , s every block Al is an r×ml matrix and every block Cl
is an ml × r matrix, such that
Al =


1 0 · · · 0
αnl nα
n
l · · · n
ml−1αnl
α2nl 2nα
2n
l · · · (2n)
ml−1α2nl
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
α
(r−1)n
l (r − 1)nα
(r−1)n
l · · · [(r − 1)n]
ml−1α
(r−1)n
l


Cl =


c
(1)
0,l c
(2)
0,l · · · c
(r−1)
0,l δs,l
c
(1)
1,l c
(2)
1,l · · · c
(r−1)
1,l 0
c
(1)
2,l c
(2)
2,l · · · c
(r−1)
2,l 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · 0
c
(1)
ml−1,l
c
(2)
ml−1,l
· · · c
(r−1)
ml−1,l
0


In fact we easily obtain
(−1)r+1D = det(W (n)) det(C). (7)
Moreover from (5), we have
W ∗ (1)C =


1 0 0 · · · 0 αs
0 1 0 · · · 0 α2s
0 0 1 · · · 0 α3s
· · · · · · · · ·
. . . · · · · · ·
0 0 0 · · · 1 αr−1s
0 0 0 · · · 0 1


(8)
where
4
W ∗ (1) = [A∗1A
∗
2 · · ·A
∗
s−1A
∗
s]
and every block A∗l for l = 1, . . . , s is an r ×ml matrix of the form
A∗l =


αl αl · · · αl
α2l 2α
2
l · · · (2)
ml−1α2l
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
α
(r−1)
l (r − 1)α
(r−1)
l · · · [(r − 1)]
ml−1α
(r−1)
l
1 0 · · · 0

 .
Clearly from (8) we get
det (W ∗ (1)) det (C) = (−1)r−1 det (W (1)) det(C) = 1. (9)
The last step is to evaluate det (W (n)). From all the consecutive ml − 1
columns of W (n) with first entry equal to 0, we can pick up the factors
n, n2, . . . , nml−1 with l = 1, . . . , s . Thanks to Lemma 1, the determinant of
the so–obtained matrix
∼
W (n) satisfies the equality
det
(
∼
W (n)
)
=
s∏
l=1
ml−1∏
j=1
j!α

 ml
2

n
l
∏
1≤i<j≤s
(
αnj − α
n
i
)mimj
since we only made the substitutions Xi = α
n
i for i = 1, . . . , s.
Therefore, taking in account the product of the terms picked up in order to
find
∼
W (n), we easily obtain
det (W (n)) = n
s∑
l=1

 ml
2

 s∏
l=1
ml−1∏
j=1
j!α

 ml
2

n
l
∏
1≤i<j≤s
(
αnj − α
n
i
)mimj .
Since we consider non–degenerate recurrence sequences we have
∀n ≥ 1 det (W (n)) 6= 0.
Now combining (9) and (7) we plainly have
D =
det (W (n))
det (W (1))
= n
s∑
l=1

 ml
2

 s∏
l=1
α

 ml
2

(n−1)
l
∏
1≤i<j≤s
(
αnj − α
n
i
αj − αi
)mimj
.
(10)
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3 Characterizing property of divisibility sequences
First of all, we give the definition of a non–degenerate linear recurrence
sequence which is also a divisibility sequence.
Definition 2. Let us consider a non–degenerate linear recurrence sequence
S = (Sn)
+∞
n=0 of order r with minimal polynomial having s distinct roots αi,
with respective multiplicities ml, where l = 1, . . . , s and
s∑
l=1
ml = r . We
define S a divisibility sequence if
S0 = 0, S1 = 1 ∀n,m ≥ 1, Sn | Smn.
Here we use the results on impulse sequences pointed out in previous section
to retrieve the main result showed in [1] with a different approach, based on
determinants, giving a more detailed expression of the resultant sequence.
We recall the fundamental property which relates every recurrence sequence
with suitable impulse sequences.
Proposition 1. Every recurrence sequence A = (an)
+∞
n=0 of order r can be
expressed in a unique way as a linear combination of r impulse sequences of
order r having the same minimal polynomial of A. More precisely we have
∀n ≥ 0 an =
r−1∑
k=0
ar−1−kX
(k)
n (11)
where the terms a0, a1, . . . , ar−1, define the initial conditions of A and, for
k = 0, . . . , r − 1, the recurrence sequences (X
(k)
n )
+∞
n=0 are the related impulse
sequences.
Proof. See, e.g. the fundamental book on recurrence sequences [5].
Now we are ready to prove the characterizing property of divisibility se-
quences pointed out in [1], in the general case of a divisibility sequence with
minimal polynomial having multiple roots, giving a complete expression of
the related resultant sequence.
Theorem 2. Let S be a non–degenerate recurrence sequence of order r with
minimal polynomial having s distinct roots αi with respective multiplicity
ml, l = 1, . . . , s and
s∑
l=1
ml = r. If S is a divisibility sequence then for all
n ≥ 0
Sn | D = n
s∑
l=1

 ml
2

 s∏
l=1
α

 ml
2

(n−1)
l
∏
1≤i<j≤s
(
αnj − α
n
i
αj − αi
)mimj
. (12)
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Proof. When A = S from the equalities (11) we find that the following
system of r − 1 equations holds for every n ≥ 1

r−1∑
k=2
Sr−1−kX
(k)
n + S1X
(1)
n + S0X
(0)
n = Sn
r−1∑
k=2
Sr−1−kX
(k)
2n + S1X
(1)
2n + S0X
(0)
2n = S2n
· · ·
r−1∑
k=2
Sr−1−kX
(k)
(r−1)n + S1X
(1)
(r−1)n + S0X
(0)
(r−1)n = S(r−1)n
(13)
If we consider S as a divisibility sequence we have S0 = 0 and S1 = 1, thus
we can express S1 using the Cramer’s rule applied to the coefficient matrix
(
X
(k)
hn
)
h=1,...r−1,k=1,...,r−1
whose determinant is D 6= 0 as we proved in Theorem (1). We obtain
S1 =
det
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Sn X
(2)
n · · · X
(r−1)
n
S2n X
(2)
2n · · · X
(r−1)
2n
· · · · · ·
. . . · · ·
S(r−1)n X
(2)
(r−1)n · · · X
(r−1)
(r−1)n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
D
= 1
moreover
Sn | det
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Sn X
(2)
n · · · X
(r−1)
n
S2n X
(2)
2n · · · X
(r−1)
2n
· · · · · ·
. . . · · ·
S(r−1)n X
(2)
(r−1)n · · · X
(r−1)
(r−1)n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
because Sn divides all the entries Shn, h = 1, . . . , r − 1, of the first column.
Therefore, observing that if n = 0 S0|D = 0 , we clearly have
∀n ≥ 0 Sn | D.
Remark 1. In particular, as a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2,
if the minimal polynomial of S has all distinct roots, i.e. we have r = s and
ml=1 for all l = 1, . . . , r, equation (12) becomes
∀n ≥ 0 Sn |
∏
1≤i<j≤r
(
αnj − α
n
i
αj − αi
)
since in this case obviously
(
ml
2
)
= 0 for every index l.
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